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ABSTRACT: Directional and controllable transportation of microdroplets is critical for
emerging micro- and nanotechnology, in which the conventional mechanical energy
generation is not applicable. This Letter shows that an aqueous microdroplet can be
charged for controlled motion in electrostatic potential, which was created by
differentiating pH, between two oil/water interfaces. The directional motion of the
droplet, <100 μm in diameter, was obtained with a constant velocity of ∼1 mm/s. The
force analysis showed that the droplet surface was charged and recharged oppositely by
ion transfer through interfacial layers, without significant mass transfer. The charging and
recharging cycles were recorded continuously with a single droplet over 100 times. The
energy for motion was generated from pH neutralization, which is the simplest aqueous
reaction. This is the first time that the phenomenon is reported. The phenomenon can be
employed as an efficient and robust method to convert chemical to mechanical energy for
miniaturized devices and microprocesses.
SECTION: Surfaces, Interfaces, Porous Materials, and Catalysis
I t has been well-accepted that a water interface with air, animmiscible liquid, or solid can have a non-neutral charge due
to the presence of an electrical double layer.1 Owing to
experimental difficulties, the exact potential of an air/water
surface remains elusive, with reported values varied from −1.1
to 0.5 V.2,3 Nevertheless, all studies agreed that the air/pure
water surface charge is non-neutral. In practice, the interfacial
potential is deterministically correlated to controllable factors in
the aqueous phase, such as surfactants4 and ionic strength.5
More significantly, the interfacial potential of both solid/liquid6
and air/liquid interfaces7 can be switched from positive to
negative by changing the pH of the aqueous phase. Therefore,
the potential of the oil/water interface is expectedly tunable
with pH.8 The maximum potential difference between two oil/
water interfaces could be less than 0.5 V, which is insignificant
for most macroprocesses. Yet, it should be sufficient to drive
the liquid micro- and nanodroplets, if charged appropriately,
over a submillimeter distance. This could provide an efficient
and practical microtransportation method. The quest of such
transportation has been pursued with great interest by using
solid surface pattern,9 light,10,11 a thermal gradient,12 magnet-
ism,13 dielectrophoresis,14 an electrocapillary,15 or an external
potential.16 The controlled transportation of microdroplets is
critical for emerging micro- and nanotechnology, in which the
conventional mechanical energy generation is not applicable.
More recently, chemical reactions within the microdroplets17,18
have been promoted as an attractive alternative. However, there
are some disadvantages of chemically self-propelled micro-
droplets. First, the droplet trajectory is not controllable.
Second, the microdroplets have to be created with chemical
“fuels” inside, for example, H2O2, and cannot be “refueled”.
Furthermore, the chemical reaction is controlled by catalysts,
which can be quickly poisoned.19
This study used the setup in Figure 1; the top and bottom
aqueous solutions acted as two reservoirs with different pHs
and thus created an electrostatic potential between the two oil/
water interfaces. For instance, the experimental setup was
obtained with pHs of 8 and 13 in the bottom and top
reservoirs, respectively. The two water/oil interfaces were
separated by an oil layer, ∼1 mm. The top aqueous droplet was
held by the oil/air and water/air interfacial tensions.20
When a microdroplet was formed, it was attracted to one
interface, became charged, and started bouncing between the
two interfaces repeatedly (Figure 1 and Movie S1, SI). More
than 200 cycles were observed with a single droplet. The
observation resembled a reported bouncing phenomenon in
which oppositely charged droplets attracted to and bounced
away from each other without coalescing.21 The previous
bouncing observation was contributed to the existence of a
short-lived (<80 μs) and narrow conductive bridge, through
which the charge was transferred without significant mass
transfer. Such bouncing was only obtainable in an external
potential greater than 200 V/mm, below which the two liquid/
liquid interfaces coalesced. In contrast, the electrical field in this
study was generated by the interfacial potential, which should
be less than 0.5 V/mm. The contacting times between the
droplet and interfaces, that is, the charge-transfer periods, were
more than 10 ms. The following force analysis demonstrated
that the ion transfer was driven by interfacial phenomena,
rather than the bulk transportation phenomena.
The trajectory of the droplet was recorded and analyzed as
image sequences. The droplet was detected using the edge
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detection function in MATLAB for each image. Consequently,
the location of the droplet center was obtained and tracked as a
function of time. It can be seen that the droplet reached the
terminal (constant) velocity within 0.1 s after repulsion, as
shown in the vertical position profile in Figure 1. In contrast,
the other bouncing phenomenon was still in acceleration.21
From the terminal velocity, the drag force can be calculated and
used to predict the driving forces, that is, electrostatic and
gravity. It should be noted that the dielectric force is not
included because the minimum threshold for a significant
dielectric force within an aqueous droplet is ∼90 V/mm.22
Detailed calculations (in the SI) showed that the gravitational
force was less than 3% of the total drag force for the droplet
with a diameter of 91 μm. Obviously, the force contribution can
be controlled by varying physical properties, namely, densities,
viscosity, and droplet size. Furthermore, the electrostatic force
can be controlled by changing the separation distance between
the two interfaces. An example of the slower motion is shown
in Movie S2 (SI), in which the separating distance was 1.7 mm.
From the electrostatic force, the potential energy of the
droplet can be easily calculated for each trip. At the beginning,
the terminal velocities were almost the same for both upward
and downward legs (Figure 2a), which indicated that the
droplet surface was charged oppositely with a similar magnitude
between the two legs of the cycles. Assuming a typical value of
ΔV at 0.5 V, the charge of the droplet can be calculated from
the electrostatic energy. Accordingly, the ionic concentration of
the droplet surface, which is positive for the upward and
negative for the downward trip, was calculated to be ∼2.28 ±
0.05 × 10−8 mol/m2. The obtained surface charges were of the
Figure 1. (Top) Experimental setup and raw images (a movie is supplied in the Supporting Information (SI)); the droplet diameter was 91 μm.
(Bottom) Droplet vertical position as a function of time (broken lines represent a linear regression).
Figure 2. Droplet vertical velocity and force analysis (a) at the
beginning and (b) after 5 min.
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same order of magnitude for the charge at the air/aqueous
alcohol interface, ∼10−8 mol/m2.23
Mechanism. The coalesce of the microdroplet with oil/water
interface was prevented by a cohesive film at the oil/water
interfaces and droplet surface. Such a cohesive film has been
reported for the naturally occurring asphaltenes in the
literature.24 The film can be stabilized by high pH and
multivalent cations,25 which was Fe3+ in this case. A similar film
was also reported with microgel, which prevented the
coalescence between oppositely charged microdroplets.26
However, the film in this study allowed effective charge
transfer. Because the reservoirs were electrically isolated, the
charge was transferred in the form of ions, such as H3O
+, OH−,
Na+, Cl−, and so forth. During the contacting period, the ions
were transferred through the oil film and eventually changed
the pH inside of the droplet. For example, the proposed ion
transfer at the top interface is shown in Figure 3. The surface
potential was expectedly changed from negative to positive with
the increasing pH in a monotonic correlation. As a result, the
droplet surface was charged with the same sign as the
contacting interface and was repulsed from the interface. The
energy of pH neutralization was transferred into the potential
energy during the contacting period. After detaching, the
potential energy was converted into kinetic energy and drove
the droplet to the other side, similar to charged particles in an
electrostatic field. At the bottom interface, the droplet was
charged oppositely, namely, from positive to negative, by the
low pH reservoir. The repeating cycles indicated that ion
transfer involved both cations and anions, and the net ionic
transfer was zero. In the motion with external potential,21 in
contrast, the net ionic transfer was one-way only and directed
by the external electrical current.
Although the exact pH inside of the droplet is not known, a
moderate pH increment from 9 to 11 would give enough
energy for the motion. It should be noted that the
neutralization energy varies with the pH gradient as well
(example calculations are included in the SI).
The reaction also happened within the two reservoirs and
thus gradually changed pH in the two reservoirs. Consequently,
the energy conversion was different from that of the two ends.
The motion after 5 min, ∼150 cycles, clearly highlighted the
inefficiency of the ion transfer at a lower pH gradient (Figure
2b); the upward velocity was inconsistent and much lower than
the downward velocity. The completion time for each cycle was
also noticeably longer than that of the beginning cycles (Figure
2a). The reduction in velocity indicated a weaker electrostatic
force, which can be attributed to (i) the reduced potential
gradient and (ii) the reduced charge of the droplet. These
collectively indicated that the kinetics of ion transfer and the
recharging process depends on the pH of the solutions. At a
lower pH gradient, the ion transfer becomes slower and less
effective.
If one interface was not stabilized by the cohesive film (e.g.,
in strong acidic conditions), the droplet remained adhesive to
and coalesced with the interface after contacting. In this case, a
one-way trip was obtained.
In summary, the fuels for droplet motion in this
phenomenon, cations and anions, were added after the droplet
formation, and the droplet could be refueled indefinitely. This
is a key advantage over the current chemical method,17,19 in
which the microdroplet cannot be refueled after formation. The
obtained velocity, ∼15 body lengths per second, was
comparable to other methods in the literature.27 Furthermore,
the velocity can be precisely controlled by changing the droplet
size, the separating distance, or oil viscosity. The motion
remained constant for a significant period, ∼100 cycles, before
slowing down. Afterward, the constant motion could be easily
maintained by adding more base/acid into the respective
reservoirs. A striking implication of the phenomena was that a
microtaxi can be driven back and forth repeatedly. The
mechanical energy of this transportation ultimately comes
from the simplest aqueous reaction, pH neutralization. This
presents an efficient method for controllable chemical
machinery, namely, a tunable transduction of chemical energy
into mechanical energy at the microscale.28
In addition to controlling liquid motion in the micro-
channel,29 the findings open new opportunities to design a
water gate on the nanoscale30 and nanodroplet manipulation.31
In the literature, the cohesive “film” at the oil/water interface
has been reported with biosurfactants, such as peptides32,33 and
lecithin.34 Because the biological cell membranes and vesicles
are formed in a similar manner, that is, surrounded by a lipid
bilayer, one might expect to find the phenomena in vivo as well.
■ METHODS
Paraffin oil was obtained from Digger, Australia. The oil
viscosity and density were 830 kg/m3 and 22 cP, respectively.
Sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), FeCl3, NaOH, HCl, and NaCl
were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich. The aqueous solution was
prepared with deionized water and contained 8 mM SDS, 1 wt
% FeCl3, and 3.5 wt % NaCl. The solution was divided into two
portions for pH adjustment by adding either NaOH or HCl.
The low-pH solution was deposited in a transparent container.
Subsequently, a thin oil layer was deposited on top. The high-
pH solution was used at the top reservoir, as a floating aqueous
lens. At the beginning of the experiment, ∼8 μL of high-pH
solution was deposited on the oil/air surface. The droplet
formed a liquid bridge and broke into the satellite droplets, one
of which was used as the microdroplet for the analysis. The




Two movies are supplied, showing a microdroplets behavior
with two interfaces. The force analysis is also included. This
material is available free of charge via the Internet at http://
pubs.acs.org.
Figure 3. Proposed charge transfer during the contacting period at the
top interface.
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